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For a long time, women have been excluded from scientific activity, victims of 

“hierarchical segregation” (Rossiter 1982), or relegated to minor roles as “invisible 

technicians” (Shapin 1989). Throughout the years, women have laid siege to the 

professional and cultural field of science, now rivalling their male colleagues. However, 

statistics show that science as a profession is still massively a male affair. Why is it so? 

Not only women have passed academic degrees and applied for university jobs; they have 

also analyzed the institutional organization of the laboratories, and some have contended 

that the entire edifice of modern science is fundamentally vitiated, owing to an erroneous 

conception of nature and science (Merchant 1980). Women scholars, from the field of the 

human sciences but also from within the scientific field, have identified male-centred 

“biases” conveyed by science with regard to women and differences between the sexes. 

People have even wondered whether a radically alternative science, a “feminist science”, 

should not be proposed, relinquishing the desire to control and dominate, blurring the 

difference between subject and object and clouding all the dichotomies which transmit 

oppression (nature/culture, masculine/feminine, human/animal). These feminist 

criticisms could at times (but not always) be spurred by the will to improve science by 

freeing it from its worst errors.  

Gender and science intersect on different levels:  

1/ A first approach is the question of “women in science”: what has been the contribution 

of female scientists to the development of science? The name of the female Greek 

mathematician Hypatia (370-415) is now synonymous with the idea that the role of 

women in science has been generally concealed and neglected. The name “daughters of 

Hypatia” now refers to the fact that a history of science as done by women should still be 

written.  

2/ The overall absence of women in science also questions the constitution of the scientific 

field. Why is it that women haven’t made their way into science labs, or only in 

subordinate academic positions (illustrators, preparators, etc.)? What does the rarity of 

women in science tell us about science in action? 

3/ What are the scientific, and epistemological consequences of the always greater 

contribution of women to the scientific enterprise? The presumably neutral concept of 

“scientific objectivity” has been challenged and discussed by feminist scholars. To what 

avail? Are women scientists the proponents of a different fashion of doing science? 

Besides, what is feminism’s claim to eliminate scientific “biases” based on? It seems 

paradoxical both to affirm the radical relativity of science rooted in a male point of view 

and to outline the possibility of overcoming this relativism by affirming another rival, and 

perhaps superior, female point of view. Several philosophers of science have, each in her 

or his way, faced this difficulty and tried to provide a rationale for this “unbiased science”: 

Sandra Harding with her “situated epistemology” and the concept of “strong objectivity”; 

Helen Longino by refusing to set “good” against “bad” science and stressing the 

“contextual value” of all science; or Donna Haraway by stressing science’s kinship to 

science-fiction (Harding 1991; Longino 1990; Haraway 1989). 



 

 

4/ Beyond the conflict between science and feminism, are there any positive outcomes to 

women’s scrutiny on the history, past and present, of scientific achievements? For 

instance, the Biology and Gender Study Group declared in 1988 that biology is not merely 

a special oppressor of women, but also a co-victim of male social assumptions (Biology and 

Gender Study Group 1988: 61). So it is that the feminist critique has been able to present 

itself as being one mode, among others, of “experimental control”, a practice that helps 

scientists avoid some detrimental biases. For Evelyn Fox-Keller, “feminist science” means 

neither a rejection of objectivity, nor a radically new beginning for science. For, 

substituting a hypothetical “feminine science” for a debatable “masculine science” would 

ultimately come down to dissolving science into ideology and the political domain (Keller 

1985: 178). 

 

The two presentations in this session will cover various aspects of the interaction between 

gender and science.  

Dr ITO Kenji (The Graduate University for Advanced Studies, Sokendai) will be a 

contribution to point 1 and 2, and insist on the career of a women working in physics, 

YUASA Toshiko (1909-1980). Dr YUASA’s career gives an interesting outlook on how 

science works, and offers a comparative perspective on the differences between Japan and 

France on that regard.  

Dr Priscille Touraille (CNRS, Éco-anthropologie et Ethnobiologie, UMR 7206) will focus 

on a case study: stature sexual dimorphism. Her study, at the crossroad between 

ethnology, developmental and evolutionary biology, offers various insights on how gender 

can be a conceptual tool able to bridge various disciplines together.  
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